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Abstract: In terms of sustainability, traditional disclosure does not provide the necessary information
to all stakeholders, mainly addressing the company’s shareholders’ expectations. As a result, organi-
sations need to disclose more non-financial information, which implies social and environmental
issues. Many organisations currently provide sustainability reports in addition to the annual man-
agement reports containing financial and economic data. Several studies have focused on adopting
practices and tools in the sustainability area and their overlap with traditional managerial techniques
and tools. Nevertheless, integration involves a harmonising process, compatibility and alignment
between different management practices. This study aims to assess the impact that the inclusion
of sustainable reporting practices in corporate management reports has on economic performance,
and to support filling the gap in the specific literature by proposing an integrated reporting model
achieved through a harmonising process, compatibility and alignment.

Keywords: sustainability; economic performance; sustainability reporting; managerial reporting; in-
tegration

1. Introduction

In today’s increasingly globalised economy, with information technologies in full
swing, stakeholders want any organisation to be responsible, accountable and transparent.
Sustainability reporting involves assessing the economic performance in environmental and
social terms, not just economic and financial. Sustainability reporting supports the process
of minimising risks, increasing the corporate brand, occupying a competitive position
in the market, raising staff awareness on sustainability issues, and attracting long-term
financial capital and more favourable funding conditions from credit institutions.

Regardless of its scope, reporting must create a coherent picture of the values, princi-
ples, governance, practices and economic performance. In sustainability, reporting allows
stakeholders to better assess an organisation’s risks and reliability and the long-term
challenges the organisation faces.

The diverse characteristics of stakeholders pose a challenge for an organisation, as
each category of stakeholders has specific information needs. That is why sustainability
reports should be transparent and flexible to meet the general requirements of most users.
Organisations need to find a balance between stakeholders’ expectations and a practical and
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feasible reporting process, as an increasing number of stakeholders are concerned about
companies’ sustainability rating. A key challenge in sustainability reporting is reporting
links between sustainability pillars (social, economic and environmental). Organisations
must highlight the mitigated risks and the positive influence of sustainability pillars [1]
on profitability.

A practical approach to corporate sustainability reporting has been the introduction of
various reporting guidelines and frameworks. One of the first and most effective initiatives
is the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), based on the “triple bottom line” performance
model [2,3]. Many other frameworks have been added: UNGC (the UN Global Compact),
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) IPIECA (International Association for Environ-
mental Conservation in the Oil Industry), CDP (previously the Carbon Disclosure Project)
and the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures TFCD [4,5], the International
Integrated Reporting Council Framework (IIRC, 2013) [6] and the SDGs Compass Guide [4].
Each reporting framework aims to influence disclosure and transparency on sustainability.
Ioannou and Serafeim [7] confirm that improvements in disclosing sustainability practices,
determined by the regulatory process, are associated with increases in company values.

There is currently the need for an evolution in sustainability reporting since the infor-
mation requested by stakeholders has increased exponentially, with much of it overlapping
with the information in the management reports. This need has led to the proposal of
integrated reporting, which presents a company’s situation at a given time and the actions
taken in all directions of sustainable development: economic, social and environmen-
tal [8–10]. Integrated reporting aims to harmonise the principal risks of the organisation’s
activity and profitability potential, providing an overview of its inputs and results by
connecting all three sustainability pillars [11]. The stakeholders must consider the sustain-
ability drivers that can influence performance in all areas of an organisation and determine
the integration of sustainability in the business strategy. Appropriately, there is a need to
integrate sustainable reporting practices into overall management reporting.

Integrated reporting aims to reduce the information gap on the risk-return ratio so
that investors can benefit from all the information in a friendly format that allows for
more efficient investment decisions [12]. The main principle behind integrated reporting
refers to value creation or value addition [13]. Corporate disclosure must convey how an
organisation manages different asset values (physical resources, reputation and stakeholder
relationships). Integrated reporting overcomes the disadvantages of separate reporting
(managerial reporting and sustainability reporting) and will reflect how sustainability
issues have been integrated into an organisation’s business and management strategy.
However, distinct sustainability reporting is the first and essential stage preceding inte-
grated reporting [12]. The two types of reports must meet different audiences’ information
needs, making the integration process difficult and requiring special attention. Integrated
reports address all stakeholders’ needs to ensure efficient and effective communication and
avoid information oversaturation.

An integrated reporting process is necessary because the information has the expected
effects only when connected to the organisation’s management system. Therefore, the goal
of any organisation must be an integrated management approach, including reporting.

Despite its apparent advantages, integrated reporting is still not being used by most
organisations to look at how reporting is performed to ensure public disclosures and
managerial transparency. The speed of adopting an integrated reporting approach has been
steady but slow so far [14]. Although there may be a relatively large expansion of corporate
sustainability reports, they are inconsistent. Reports often lack indicators, with each
report illustrating a different stage in a company’s reporting maturity and sustainability
experiences. However, proponents of integrated reporting suggest establishing reporting
guidelines to make it more consistent and give it a greater standardisation rate [7,15].

This article aims to assess the impact of the inclusion of sustainable reporting practices
in corporate management reporting on economic performance, and propose an integrated
reporting model obtained through harmonisation, compatibility and alignment. The
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analysis is carried out at the macroeconomic level by using indexes that illustrate disclosure,
transparency and sustainability, and GDP levels that express EU countries’ economic
performance. Following the introduction to the research topic, we have reviewed the
literature on reporting sustainability practices and their economic performance impact.
Section three introduces the research design, the methods used, and the variables selected
for research. The five research questions are also presented. In the following section, the
results of the study are outlined and further discussed. Drawing from them, in the fifth
section, an integrated management reporting model that includes sustainable reporting
practices is proposed. The last section provides conclusions based on the results and
proposals made.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Perspectives on Adopting the Vision of Sustainability

Sustainability can be defined as the process that internalises social and environmental
vectors into the organisation’s operations and involves considering stakeholders’ interests
and involvement in implementing organisational strategy [16–18]. To fully integrate
sustainability into the business strategy, an organisation must consider the sustainability
issues with setting and achieving organisational goals while implementing managerial
processes, functions and responsibilities [19–21]. Sustainability must be imprinted in the
organisational DNA and incorporated into the practices, beliefs and adoption process
of each level of the organisation [22–24]. Integration involves combining the social and
environmental pillars with the economic pillar by including these dimensions in the process
of making existing economic and financial decisions.

The full adoption of a sustainability vision involves three stages: refusing the sus-
tainability philosophy and the formal embrace and holistic integration of sustainability
in organisational strategy [17,25]. If an organisation refuses to include sustainability, it
may choose, for example, as a principle of action, to focus on shareholders by maximising
its profit, or any another approach considered beneficial or appropriate, in the specific
economic, spatial and temporal context.

Organisations that provide evidence to the public through press releases, summary
sustainability reports, and information on the organisation’s website are described as or-
ganisations that formally embrace sustainability [17,21,26]. Fully sustainable organisations
adopt an inclusive, holistic, integrative vision of all sustainability elements and consider
all stakeholders’ interests. This vision generates long-term growth and performance,
considering all sustainability aspects similarly and interdependently [21,25,27–29].

Organisations that formally embrace sustainability adhere to the legal requirements
imposed by various bodies [17,30], characterised by a short-term vision, on the financial
line, focused on satisfying the interests of shareholders [17,21,26,30].

Much of the research on sustainability has focused on the formal, institutional vision,
prioritising the organisation’s survival [21,31–33]. Only a few researchers in sustainability
have adopted a vision of integrated sustainability and have shown how it should be
implemented [16,17,34,35].

2.2. The Impact of Sustainability and Managerial Reporting on Economic Performance

The number of organisations that have developed processes for measuring, analysing
and disclosing their sustainability efforts has grown exponentially in recent years. Al-
though [36] these trends are partly the result of organisations’ voluntary behaviour, more
and more trends result from the regulatory process in the area of sustainability [37]. Glob-
ally, regionally and nationally, there has been a proliferation of regulations to create re-
porting frameworks to stimulate organisations to improve their environmental, social and
governance (ESG) performance [8].

On the one hand, increased transparency, to the extent that it is achieved due to
mandatory regulations, could help and guide organisations, motivating them to perform
more effectively in achieving the three pillars of sustainable performance. On the other
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hand, compulsory disclosure regulations could have negative implications for organisations
by generating high costs and unavailable human resources to comply with mandatory rules
set at the national, regional or global level and distinguish them from other organisations
to gain a competitive advantage. In other words, the regulatory process could have costly
financial consequences, rather than having the effect of striking a balance between added
value through disclosures in the field of sustainability and diminished value due to very
high financial and human costs.

Among the forerunners of research on the sustainability and performance connection
are Waddock and Graves [38]. They provided the first empirical evidence to demonstrate
a virtuous circle of social performance (social performance is related to economic perfor-
mance and economic performance allows sustainable investments that ultimately generate
social performance). Subsequent research has substantiated the two-way relationship
between organisations’ social performance and their economic performance [19,39–41].

The effectiveness of regulations on sustainability disclosures is not a priori obvious,
making many organisations reluctant to apply them. Such rules usually include a com-
pliance or explanation clause, giving organisations the option not to increase the level of
disclosures in sustainability, but instead to briefly explain why they do not disclose specific
sustainability data. Additionally, following research on reporting frameworks, we have
found that potential sanctions for non-compliance are usually not clearly stated for sustain-
ability reporting. There is little guidance on the indicators and information an organisation
needs to provide, quantify and make public [14]. As a result, the impact of regulations on
sustainability disclosures remains unclear. Therefore, it is essential to empirically explore
such implications at an organisation’s microeconomic level and a country’s macroeconomic
level [7].

Regarding managerial reporting, previous studies have discovered an overall positive
effect of disclosure regulations on organisations’ value [42,43]. However, other studies
indicate adverse effects. Bushee and Leuz [44] have found that disclosure requirements can
generate high costs for some organisations. The implications of disclosure regulations on
organisations’ value are further complicated because, in addition to shareholders, there are
other categories of stakeholders directly interested in their disclosure [45]. The existence of
positive effects of sustainability practices has been debated at length in the literature on the
topic. Some researchers have noticed a constructive relationship between sustainability and
performance [46,47], others a bad relationship [39,48], irrelevant relationships [49] or mixed
relationships [50,51]. The reasons for these contradictory results are inconsistencies or
ambiguities in quantifying sustainability and the use of indicators that depict sustainability
and performance [52,53].

On the one hand, higher disclosure and transparency encourage changing manage-
rial practices and management models [7,54,55], diminishing carbon footprint, raising
employee engagement and reducing turnover. On the other hand, regulations on sus-
tainability disclosures could reduce an organisation’s value by imposing high costs of
implementing new management and training reporting systems, while forcing them to
disclose competitively sensitive information. Forcing organisations to increase disclosure
in sustainability through regulations favours stakeholders who do not own shares in
transparency claims, potentially leading to a transfer of wealth from shareholders to other
stakeholders [7,14]. In sustainability disclosure practices, the target audience is not strictly
limited to a company’s investors. By disseminating a sustainability report, organisations
aim to inform a plethora of stakeholders, not just shareholders, about non-financial objec-
tives, issues and values [56,57]. Our paper contributes to an emerging literature flow that
aims to study non-financial disclosure consequences [7,58–60]. Additionally, it proposes
an integrated reporting, disclosure and transparency model, addressing all the needs of
stakeholders, but maintaining the flexibility of the reporting process. All variables used in
this research are indexes calculated at the country’s level, obtained by aggregating data
collected from that country’s companies and organisations. In practical terms, macroeco-
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nomic variables from collecting data from the microeconomic level can be used in both
types of analyses.

2.3. Integrating Sustainability Reporting into Managerial Reporting

Regarding the relationship between sustainability reporting and managerial reporting,
both researchers and practitioners consider that old-style disclosure does not deliver a
vibrant and complete overview of organisations’ value [61]. Usually, the information
presents the financial position or financial inflows or outflows within a period [62]. In
terms of sustainability, traditional disclosures are insufficient to provide the necessary
information to all stakeholders [63,64], focusing almost exclusively on rentability and
financial measures [65]. Over the years, this reporting process has been extended to include
social and financial aspects [66], becoming an evaluation and communication element of
an organisation’s sustainable performance [67]. Most of the literature emphasises singular
issues of sustainability reporting practices, considering them as separate dimensions. In
this regard, several recent studies have called for a more integrated approach to organ-
isational reporting. Along this line, researchers have suggested ways and frameworks
for a more integrated vision of sustainability and its reporting [68–70]. From the study
of the literature on this topic, we found two main currents of thought. Authors in the
first current of thinking believe that integration must be achieved by overlapping sustain-
ability with traditional strategies and existing reporting systems [68,70–73]. The second
current considers that integration must be conceived as a process of the harmonisation,
compatibility and alignment of reporting tools and practices [69,74,75]. In fact, the first
current of thinking (overlapping) is the early stage of full integration obtained through
harmonisation, compatibility and alignment.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Description of Variables (Indexes)

Two indexes for managerial reporting (Disclosure index—DI, and Corporate trans-
parency index—CTI) were used to determine the impact of sustainable reporting practices’
inclusion into corporate management reporting on economic performance. They were
calculated within the World Bank Doing Business 2020 Report [76]. Moreover, we used an
index for sustainability—SDG Index, calculated in the Sustainable Development Report
2020 [77], and an index for economic performance—GDPC (Gross Domestic Product per
Capita). In the research, these indexes were calculated for the countries of the European
Union [78]. The World Bank Doing Business 2020 Report collects information on various
business regulation areas, supporting governments by diagnosing business administration
procedure problems. The report quantifies the complex regulatory processes, allowing
comparisons between economies concerning how business is conducted and the regu-
lations that govern them [76]. In scientific research, the indexes used to illustrate how
the reporting is performed in the European Union member states are disclosure index
and corporate transparency index. The disclosure index quantifies investor protection
by disclosing information about an organisation’s ownership and financial information,
especially concerning transactions. The index registers’ values range from 0 to 10, with the
higher values signifying a higher level of disclosure. The corporate transparency index
quantifies the degree of communication of information shared by a company with board
members and senior executives, and through annual meetings and internal and external
audits. The Sustainable Development Report 2020 provides information on the develop-
ments of 166 countries concerning the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set by the
United Nations in the Agenda 2030 [77]. The Sustainable Development Goals Index (SDGI)
summarises information on sustainability performance and trends in the countries under
examination regarding the 17 SDGs. GDP per capita is the ratio between real GDP and the
average population in a year (Eurostat, Luxembourg, 2020). GDP quantifies the value of
goods and services produced by an economy as a measure of economic activity and is used
as an illustrative indicator for their development level. However, GDP is a limited indicator
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of economic well-being. It does not include household work results for self-consumption
and the adverse effects of economic activity, such as environmental degradation.

3.2. Research Design and Hypotheses

This study aims to emphasise the importance of disclosure and transparency through
management reporting and the influence on economic performance. Moreover, a central
focus of this research is investigating the effects of integrating sustainability into organisa-
tions’ management reporting. As a result of the literature review, we have developed a set
of research questions, which account for the research design and hypotheses’ foundation.

1. RQ1 addressed the topic of variables DI and CTI and their influence on the SDGI:
how do the variables DI and CTI influence the variable SDGI—degree of intensity
and meaning (+/−)?;

2. RQ2 addressed the topic of variables DI and CTI and their influence on the GDPC:
how do the variables DI and CTI influence the variable GDPC—degree of intensity
and meaning (+/−)?;

3. RQ3: how do the variables SDGI and GDPC influence each other—degree of intensity
and meaning (+/−)?;

4. RQ4: how do the variables DI and CTI influence each other—degree of intensity and
meaning (+/−)?;

Finally, RQ5 was broadly inclusive; in other words, if the sustainability component is
included in the company’s reporting, what would be the effects on economic performance?

Based on the results obtained, we have proposed a sustainable reporting model using
the integration methodology of Gond et al. [68]. The integrated model is developed
by harmonising, compatibility and aligning the generic elements of the two types of
reporting (managerial and sustainability) to achieve the antagonistic objectives of flexibility,
suppleness and completeness of the information reports. The correlations investigated are
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Hypothetical correlations between studied variables.

Based on the hypothetical correlations between the variables investigated, we have
formulated a set of 4 hypotheses to be subjected to the validation/invalidation process:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The variables DI and CTI influence the variable SDGI.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The variables DI and CTI influence the variable GDPC.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The variables SDGI and GDPC influence each other.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). The variables DI and CTI influence each other.
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To demonstrate the need to integrate sustainability reporting into managerial report-
ing, we developed Hypothesis 5. This hypothesis reflects the need to implement/include
sustainability reporting practices into annual corporate reporting and the company’s gen-
eral reporting.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). The variables DI and CTI influence the GDPC variable, using SDGI as a
mediation variable.

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation for the H5 hypothesis.

Figure 2. The mediating effect of sustainability on the relation between disclosure and transparency
and economic performance.

3.3. Methodological Framework

Regression analysis is the most effective approach to systematically describe the in-
fluence between variables from a dataset array. We intended to find regression models
to describe the influence according to hypotheses H1–H5. They have allowed us to per-
form systematic studies on the influence between certain variables of the datasets under
investigation. They have also enabled us to predict the values of dependent variables, with
certain confidence level (or assessment error), corresponding to any possible values of
independent variables called predictors.

The regression models are built starting from the values of variables available in the
current dataset array. Only an ideal regression model allows for the precise reproduction of
the correspondence Y = fideal(X), where X denotes the input variable and Y represents the
output variable, with both variables containing the current dataset array’s actual values. A
real-world regression model provides approximated values of the output variable, denoted
here Ymdl: Ymdl = f (X). The closer Ymdl and Y are to each other, the better the regression
model is.

To find the optimal (best matching) relationships according to hypotheses H1–H5
proposed above, we have tested various regression models treated as analytical functions
Ymdl = f (X), where f : R2 → R (two input variables and one output variable correspond-
ing to hypotheses H1 and H2) or f : R→ R (one input variable and one output variable
corresponding to hypotheses H3 and H4) or f : R3 → R (three input variables and one
output variable corresponding to Hypothesis 5).

Any regression model’s analytical expression involves one or more parameters β next
to the input variable(s). The related function f can be linear or nonlinear concerning the
parameters β and/or the input variable X [79]. A mathematical criterion is compulsory
to choose the most appropriate regression model according to the best fitting principle to
the available data. This corresponds to minimising the regression model’s mean square
deviation concerning the actual values [80]. We tested linear, quadratic and cubic functions
to choose the most accurate models for each hypothesis, being guided by this criterion.

The variables DI, CTI, SDGI, GDPC play roles of dependent or independent variables,
being vectors of N = 28 elements corresponding to the number of objects (EU member
states here) under observation. The regression function estimates the corresponding object’s
actual value from the dataset up to a deviation term ε: Y = Ymdl + ε as detailed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Synthesis of regression functions proposed for hypotheses H1–H5.

Input
Variable(s)

Output
Variable

Optimal Regression Model
Y = f(X)

Coefficients β
Diagrams

of
Influence

Prediction
Diagram and

Prediction
Example

H1
X1 ≡ DI

X2 ≡ CTI Y ≡ SDGI

yk = β0 + β1x1k + β2x2k+
+β3x1kx2k + β4x2

1k+
+β5x2

2k + εk
∀k = 1, . . . , N

β0 = 53.927;
β1 = −2.3666;
β2 = 12.785;
β3 = 1.0206;

β4 = −0.25686;
β5 = −1.8017

Figure 3

Figure 4
DI = 8; CTI = 5

lead to
74.5 < SDGI <

81.9

H2 X1 ≡ DI
X2 ≡ CTI

Y ≡ GDPC yk = β0 + β1x1k+
+β2x2k + εk
∀k = 1, . . . , N

β0 = 68.115;
β1 = −0.90623;

β2 = 6.84

Figure 5

Figure 6
DI = 4; CTI = 5

lead to
72 < GDPC < 124

H3

a X ≡ SDGI Y ≡ GDPC yk = β0 + β1xk + εk
∀k = 1, . . . , N

β0 = 17.407;
β1 = 1.0819

Figure 7a

Figure 8a
SDGI = 80

leads to
80 < GDPC < 127

b X ≡ GDPC Y ≡ SDGI yk = β0 + β1xk + εk
∀k = 1, . . . , N

β0 = 77.6158;
β1 = 0.0656

Figure 7b

Figure 8b
GDPC = 160

leads to
76 < SDGI < 81

H4

a X ≡ DI Y ≡ CTI yk = β0 + β1xk + εk
∀k = 1, . . . , N

β0 = 4.465;
β1 = 0.211

Figure 9a

Figure 10a
DI = 6
leads to

5.4 < CTI < 6

b X ≡ CTI Y ≡ DI yk = β0 + β1xk + εk
∀k = 1, . . . , N

β0 = −3.2623;
β1 = 1.6647

Figure 9b

Figure 10b
CTI = 6
leads to

5.7 < DI < 7.6

H5 X1 ≡ DI
X2 ≡ CTI

X3 ≡ SDGI

Y ≡ GDPC yk = β0 + β1x1k+
+β2x2k + β3x3k+
+εk, ∀k = 1, . . . , N

β0 = −48.889;
β1 = −1.1354;
β2 = 8.1944;
β3 = 1.4127

Figure 11

Figure 12
DI = 7; CTI = 6;

SDGI = 80
lead to

85 < GDPC < 125

Figure 3. Incremental effect of independent variables on the regression model in Hypothesis 1 (a);
the global image of the regression model corresponding to Hypothesis 1 (b).
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Figure 4. Prediction diagram for hypothesis H1 with 95% confidence bounds.

Figure 5. Incremental effect of independent variables on the regression model in Hypothesis 2.

Figure 6. Prediction diagram for hypothesis H2 with 95% confidence bounds.
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Figure 7. Influence diagrams related to hypothesis H3: (a)—Influence of SDGI on GDPC; (b)—
Influence of GDPC on SDGI.

Figure 8. Prediction diagrams for hypothesis H3 with 95% confidence bounds. Examples: (a)—SDGI of 80 units leads to
GDPC within a domain of 80 . . . 127 units; (b)—GDPC of 160 units leads to SDGI within a domain of 76 . . . 81 units.

Figure 9. Influence diagrams related to hypothesis H4: (a)—Influence of DI on CTI; (b)—Influence of
CTI on DI.
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Figure 10. Prediction diagram for hypothesis H4 with 95% confidence bounds. Examples: (a)—DI of 6 units leads to CTI
within a domain of 5.4 . . . 6 units; (b)—CTI of 6 units leads to DI within a domain of 5.7 . . . 7.6 units.

Figure 11. Incremental effect of independent variables on the regression model in Hypothesis 5.

Figure 12. Prediction diagram for hypothesis H5 with 95% confidence bounds.

4. Results and Discussions

The regression model’s coefficients β (see Table 1) were computed according to the
criterion of minimising the regression model’s mean square deviation named above. A
global measure of this criterion is given by the squared residual coefficient, introduced in
the scientific literature as the coefficient of determination [81]:

R2 = 1−

N
∑

k=1

∣∣yk − ymdl,k
∣∣2

N
∑

k=1
|yk − ymean|2

= 1−

N
∑

k=1
ε2

k

N
∑

k=1
|yk − ymean|2

, (1)
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where: yk is the actual value of the dependent variable corresponding to the object k;
ymdl,k is the approximated value given by the regression model excepting the deviation εk;

ymean = 1
N

N
∑

k=1
yk is the mean value of the variable Y.

Values closer to 1 of the squared residual coefficient correspond to a higher quality of
the regression model. This criterion led to the models detailed in Table 1.

The results in Table 1 contain details on the independent variable (or variables) for
each hypothesis, the dependent variable, the regression function and the regression func-
tion’s coefficients. A higher value of a coefficient indicates a stronger influence of the
corresponding independent variable on the dependent variable; contrarily, a lower coeffi-
cient corresponds to a weaker influence of its corresponding variable on the output. The
intensity and sign of the influence of an independent variable on the dependent one are
given by the response of the dependent variable at small deviations of the independent
variable, computed mathematically through the derivatives of the regression function:

Jy,x = dy
dx for single-variable models (as for hypotheses H3, H4) or

Jy,x1 = ∂y
∂x1

∣∣∣
x2=ct.

; Jy,x2 = ∂y
∂x2

∣∣∣
x1=ct.

describes the influence of x1 and x2, respectively,

on y for multiple-variable models;

Jy,x1−x2 = ∂2y
∂x1∂x2

describes the global influence of x1 and x2 on y for multiple-variable
models.

Suggestive influence diagrams of each independent variable (by removing all others’
effects) on the regression models (shape, strength and direction) are shown in Figures 3, 5, 7, 9
and 11.

A particular discussion related to Hypothesis 1 is needed. The quadratic regression
model does not allow splitting each independent variable’s influence entirely because of
the mutual term β3x1kx2k (see Table 1). Therefore, in Figure 3a the impact of the mutual
term is shown explicitly.

The influences shown in Figure 3a are described mathematically by the related deriva-
tives of the regression model detailed in Table 1 (column “Optimal regression model”):

Jy,x1 = ∂y
∂x1

∣∣∣
x2=ct.

= β1 + β3x2 + 2β4x1 denotes the influence of DI (x1) on SDGI (y). It

can be numerically computed for any values of DI (x1) and CTI (x2) by replacing here these
values and the coefficients β (taken from Table 1). In other words, this is the derivative of
the curve in blue in Figure 3a.

Jy,x2 = ∂y
∂x1

∣∣∣
x1=ct.

= β2 + β3x1 + 2β5x2 denotes the influence of CTI (x2) on SDGI. It

can be numerically computed for any DI (x1) values and CTI (x2) values by replacing these
values and the coefficients β. In other words, this is the derivative of the curve in red in
Figure 3a.

Jy,x1−x2 = ∂2y
∂x1∂x2

= β3 denotes the global influence of DI and CTI on SDGI. It can be
numerically computed by replacing the value of β3. In other words, this is the second-order
derivative of the curve in green in Figure 3a.

The graphical scale on the x-axis of Figure 3a is the same for both independent
variables since they are defined on the same range from 1 to 10. Otherwise, the quantity on
the x-axis corresponding to the mutual term is the product DI ·CTI within a range from 1
to 100; to keep the same graphical scale, the product DI ·CTI was divided by 10. Ten units
on the diagram correspond to 100 units of the related quantity DI · CTI. The regression
model’s global image is shown in Figure 3b, where the actual values from the dataset are
also shown.

All other regression models related to hypotheses 2–5 are linear, and all diagrams of
influence are straight lines. The strength and sense of influence for Hypothesis 2 (Figure 5)
are apparent: the influence of variable CTI is significantly more robust than the influence
of DI, and the slopes of the curves show the sense of influence—positive for CTI (GDPC
increases while CTI increases) and negative for DI (GDPC decreases while DI increases).
The related derivatives confirm these observations:
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Jy,x1 = ∂y
∂x1

∣∣∣
x2=ct.

= β1 = −0.906 < 0 denotes the negative slope of the curve in blue

from Figure 5; Jy,x2 = ∂y
∂x2

∣∣∣
x1=ct.

= β2 = 6.84 > 0 indicates the positive slope of the curve

in red from Figure 5.
The global image of this model is simply a flat surface, deliberately not shown here.
Hypotheses H3 and H4 involve regression models of one variable (Figures 7 and 9).
Regarding the model related to Hypothesis 5, the variable SDGI has a stronger influ-

ence on the GDPC, while DI has weak influence and negative direction (Figure 11). This
result confirms the weak direct influence of DI on GDPC obtained in Hypothesis 2. We
should remark that this result might be wrongly interpreted if taken out of context: DI has
an essential effect on SDGI through the mutual term (as seen in hypothesis H1). Simultane-
ously, SDGI also has a strong influence on GDPC (hypotheses H3a and H5). Therefore, the
influence of DI on GDPC is strong, but indirectly. The weight of this influence is obtained
by replacing the incremental effect of DI on SDGI from the regression model H1 in the
regression model H5:

∆SDGI(H1)
DI = β

(H1)
1 DI + β

(H1)
3 DI · CTI + β

(H1)
4 DI2

∆GDPC(H5)
SDGI = β

(H5)
3 ∆SDGI

∣∣∣∣∣⇒ ∆GDPC(H1, H5)
DI = β

(H5)
3

(
β
(H1)
1 DI + β

(H1)
3 DI · CTI + β

(H1)
4 DI2

)
, (2)

where: ∆SDGI(H1)
DI is the incremental effect of DI on SDGI according to the regression

model of hypothesis H1; ∆GDPC(H5)
SDGI is the incremental effect of SDGI on GDPC according

to the regression model of hypothesis H5; ∆GDPC(H1, H5)
DI is the indirect incremental effect

of DI on GDPC according to the regression models of hypotheses H1, H5 (with SDGI as
mediation variable); β

(H1)
1 is the regression model coefficient for the hypothesis H1.

It must be noticed that the incremental model refers to the variations of the output,
not to actual values, this being the reason for removing the constant term of the regression
model in Equation (2).

Similarly, the influence of CTI on GDPC is obtained. An equivalent model for hypoth-
esis H5 is built by replacing the mediation variable SDGI and keeping only DI and CTI as
independent variables. The new regression model is expressed mathematically as:

yk = β
(H5)
0 + β

(H5)
3 β

(H1)
1 +

(
β
(H5)
1 + β

(H5)
3 β

(H1)
1

)
x1k +

(
β
(H5)
2 + β

(H5)
3 β

(H1)
2

)
x2k+

+β
(H5)
3 β

(H1)
3 x1k · x2k + β

(H5)
3 β

(H1)
4 x2

1k + β
(H5)
3 β

(H1)
5 x2

2k + ε
(H5)
k , ∀k = 1, . . . , N

(3)

wherwhere similar notations of variables as in Table 1 were used.
The obtained regression functions are essential to predict the variables of interest

in various circumstances. This is merely possible with particular values of independent
variables replaced in the regression model. An example of prediction for each case, with
confidence bounds of 95%, is also given in Table 1, with corresponding prediction diagrams
shown in Figures 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12. We built the diagrams employing a Matlab application.

Based on the results of the investigation of the five hypotheses presented in Table 1
and Figures 3–12, we concluded that all five hypotheses demonstrate validity. Of the
two variables, disclosure and transparency, considered to illustrate managerial reporting,
disclosure has a significant influence on sustainability through the mutual regression term
(Figure 3) and consequently on economic performance, since sustainability has a strong
positive effect on economic performance (Figures 7a and 11). The broader impacts are
manifested on sustainability, leading to companies and stakeholders’ inclination towards
a more sustainable way of doing business. The influence of sustainability on economic
performance is positive and relevant (Figure 7a), while economic performance does not
significantly impact sustainability (Figure 7b). The two variables, disclosure and trans-
parency, considered to illustrate managerial reporting, influence each other significantly in
a positive way (Figure 9). Research has resulted in a significant mediating effect of sustain-
ability variables on the relationship between disclosure and transparency and economic
performance, indicating a positive effect of including the dimension of sustainability in
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managerial reporting through an integration process. In line with previous research, we
highlight that the sustainability disclosure policy positively impacts performance [54,55].
The effects of regulating disclosure policies in sustainability are differentiated [7,14,82,83],
significantly influencing performance [7].

5. Proposed Integrated Reporting Model

In the past, and sometimes, currently, sustainability was considered by many stake-
holders to be a cost or obligation that has adverse effects on organisational efficiency and
prevents the sustained growth of the organisation’s profits and value. In recent decades,
business owners and managers have begun to perceive corporate sustainability as an op-
portunity [84]. This evolution has been caused by the increased transparency requirements
of the various stakeholders that have started to be heavily considered by organisational
management [85]. Many organisations have tried to make trade-offs between adopting
ethical management practices to be sustainable in the long run and the movement to max-
imise short-term profit. However, due to technological and communication improvements
and the fact that global sustainability reporting is increasing rapidly, the comparability
of sustainability practices is continuously rising due to the increase in the transparency
and standardisation of disclosure practices. Despite many benefits, critics of sustainability
reporting complain that it is too expensive and complicated, does not increase return on
long-term investment, and reports are used to embellish reality [86,87]. To remove these
prejudices and encourage the integration of sustainability practices into the organisational
strategy, researchers must provide more evidence to demonstrate the positive effects of
sustainability practices on economic performance.

At present, the implementation of disparate management initiatives in the field of
sustainability is no longer enough, with many researchers proposing an integrated ap-
proach [68,70] to more effectively address the challenges of sustainability and its issues,
as well as to prevent the negative effects of isolated management practices on economic
performance [68]. To this end, managerial reporting and sustainability reporting should be
fully aligned to support managers in establishing and implementing a sustainable strategy
for the organisation [69]. Previous studies have proposed the integration of overlapping
practices and tools [68,70–73]. A few studies have considered that the integration among
various managerial and sustainability tools and practices results from harmonisation, com-
patibility and alignment [69,74,88–90]. Therefore, starting from the conclusions of other
research [69,91–102] to consider such alignment processes, this study aims to propose
an integrated reporting model obtained through a process of harmonisation, compatibil-
ity and alignment. Integrating the various reporting tools must occur through several
steps (harmonisation, compatibility and alignment of the information provided through
management reports and sustainability reports). The basis of both types of reporting is
the vision, mission and strategy of the organisation. If managerial reporting contains
only economic and financial information, addressed to shareholders and investors in the
company, sustainability reporting takes into account, in addition to the economic pillar
(summarised), the other two pillars of sustainability: social and environmental. According
to the TBL (triple bottom line) philosophy, most companies’ sustainability reports comprise
four categories of information: general, economic, social and environmental. Thus, the
identification and examination of the two factors, social and environmental, resulted from
the current sustainability reporting structure, as shown in Figure 13, and from the analysis
of companies’ numerous sustainability reports.
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Figure 13. Integrated reporting model.

For the integration process, we used the conceptual framework stated by Gond et al.
Ref. [68], who defined three dimensions of integration: technical, organisational and cul-
tural dimensions. Gond et al. Ref. [68] used this conceptual framework of integration
to overcome overlapping traditional management and sustainability practices. The pro-
posed integrated reporting model for the harmonisation, compatibility and alignment of
managerial reporting integration with sustainability reporting is presented in Figure 13.

The technical dimension of integration corresponds to the overlapping of managerial
and sustainability reports, to obtain a single, more flexible reporting framework, eliminat-
ing redundancies and addressing all stakeholders’ categories. Organisational integration is
supplemental to technical integration. The dialogue between the sustainability department,
management and stakeholders ensures transparency, by regular meetings where issues are
discussed, future actions, and possible adjustments to the strategy or definitions of values.
Technical and organisational integration cannot succeed without aligning the culture of
stakeholders to the sustainability policy (cultural dimension). The process of disseminating
organisational values is crucial to aligning all company levels to a single goal: pursuing
long-term sustainable goals.

Among the management tools used to integrate managerial reporting with sustain-
ability reporting, we have considered that both Management by Objectives and Risk
Management can be used. Management by Objectives ensures the unity of direction that
descends from the organisational strategy to the individual goals set for each member of
the organisation.

In turn, Risk Management ensures a harmonised approach to economic, social and
environmental issues, providing stakeholders with a clear and coherent picture of the com-
pany’s sustainability challenges. A robust managerial commitment ensures the integration
of managerial and sustainability reporting [103].

In summary, this article’s primary purpose is to propose an integrated image and
approach for corporate reporting (managerial reporting and sustainability reporting).
The process of harmonisation, compatibility and alignment will be based on Jorgensen’s
integrated approach [104] by comparing and identifying common elements, eliminating
redundancies, arranging according to the TBL model and simplifying the information
processed and communicated so that all stakeholders can understand it. Information of
a complex nature that focuses on a specific category and activity could be placed in the
so-called annexes of the reports, accessed only when it arouses interest for stakeholders.
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6. Conclusions

Since the 2030 Agenda [1], organisations have had to address sustainability challenges
at the managerial level, enabling resilient growth to be achieved, considering all stakehold-
ers’ needs. The disparate approach of reporting tools does not provide a clear picture of
sustainability. There is a need for a sustained integration of managerial practices and tools
with those in sustainability to achieve sustainable economic performance.

Based on the investigation of the five hypotheses drawn from the theoretical frame-
work and tested by the empirical research, we have demonstrated that the disclosure within
the management reporting process has a significant influence on economic performance
and, in particular, on sustainability. Empirical research has allowed us to observe a signifi-
cant mediating effect of sustainability variables on the relationship between disclosure and
transparency and economic performance, indicating a consistently positive impact when
including the dimension of sustainability in managerial reporting through an integration
process. As a result, we consider it necessary, along with other researchers [7,14,54,82,83,91],
to integrate sustainability reporting into an organisation’s management reporting.

To achieve this, we used the integration model (technical, organisational and cultural)
proposed by Gond et al. [68] to integrate traditional managerial reports and sustainability
reports. Reporting integration can be even more efficient when performed by harmonising
and aligning components. The concept of integration does not exclude the idea of overlap
but consolidates it. Managers need to align such reshaped practices to ensure a high degree
of disclosure and full transparency of organisational activities.

This study provides a basis for more applied empirical analyses on integrating man-
agerial and sustainability practices and tools to ensure sustainable performance. Studies
conducted at both macroeconomic and microeconomic levels can also help identify ways
to integrate managerial and sustainability reporting to eliminate redundancies.

The first limitation of this research was due to the lack of literature dedicated to the
impact of sustainability reporting on economic performance. Therefore, we have resorted
to studying the indirect effects of sustainable reporting practices on performance, using the
Mediation Method (SDG Index was seen as a mediation variable). A correct interpretation
of the regression models related to hypotheses 1 and 5 demonstrates this conclusion with
no doubt.

The second limitation was generated by the lack of will from corporate decision-
makers to implement an integrated vision and ground for sustainability reporting. Hence,
we developed a general framework of integrated reporting that ensures organisation
sustainability. Last but not least, it is worth noting that the results of our study related to
the regression models could be a valuable tool for prediction studies.

The next research step will also be to present a detailed view and demonstration of
the integrated reporting model, developing the specific integrating process tools.
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